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LokFacade
cladding solutions
LokFacade has been designed to provide a
cost-effective and aesthetically pleasing
cladding solution for soffits, fascias, canopies
and external walls.
Available in a standard width of 300mm, LokFacade
can also be supplied in an almost limitless range of
non-standard widths from 150 to 900mm and provides a
cost-eﬀective solution for both newbuild and
refurbishment projects. LokFacade is available with two
basic formats, designed to ﬁt either ﬂush or with a shadow line, which can be interchanged to create a number
of aesthetically pleasing designs.
In addition to the standard proﬁles, LokFacade is also
available with a micro-ribbed proﬁle, which provides a
very pleasing appearance as well as helping to avoid
deformation of the proﬁle when using lighter materials.
Micro-ribbed is available on both ﬂush and shadow line
ﬁnish.

Flush Fit
300mm

Shadow Line Fit
12mm
300mm

LokFacade
A feature of LokFacade is the very simple installation procedure,
directly to the structure of the building.
The ﬁrst panel is ﬁxed in place to the substrate. Subsequent
panels are then simply pushed into place together with mineral
ﬁbre insulation in the void behind the exterior facade depending
on thermal requirements.

Shadow line finish

The trailing edge of the panel is then ﬁxed in place before
adding the next panel, providing a secret ﬁxed solution which is
as simple and speedy to install as it is easy on the eye.
Installation is completed by a ﬂashing which covers the
remaining ﬁxings at the extremities.

Max panel length:
Panel length on the standard 300 proﬁle is limited only by site
handling considerations - typically up to 12m - while
non-standard proﬁles are available in lengths up to 3m.

Available surface finishes:
Steel: Plain galvanised - Plastisol - PVDF - Nova
Aluminium: Mill ﬁnish - ARS - PVDF

STEEL
Standard

Micro-ribbed

0.7mm Plastisol
0.7mm PVDF
0.7mm Nova
0.9mm Galv
0.9mm PVDF

ALUMINIUM

Flush fit finish
0.9mm any finish
1.0mm any finish
1.2mm any finish
In addition, any of the above options can be
supplied perforated.
LokFacade is also available in Zinc, Stainless Steel and
Copper. For more information please contact us.
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Omnis reserves the right to make substitutions
and modifications to the specifications of any of its
products without prior notice. It is the customer’s
responsibility to ensure that the company’s
products are correctly installed and that they are
suitable for the customer’s particular requirements
and application.
The company undertakes business only upon its
standard terms and conditions.
For project specific NBS based specifications, CAD
Details, samples or technical assistance please
contact our technical department on enquiries@
omnisexteriors.com.
All information is correct as of the date of this
document, created May 2015.

